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Abstract 

This thesis is a review of five publications, where small and medium-sized 
(N :s; 102) aluminum and sodium clusters and their electronic structure are 
studied using a first-principles simulation method. The initial motivation for 
these studies was to explain the complicated pattern of measured ionization 
potentials of small aluminum clusters, which deviates considerably from the 
corresponding behaviour of alkali clusters. It became evident that in order 
to explain the experimental results it was necessary to take into account the 
cluster temperature in the experiments. The effect of the temperature is 
to lower the ionization potential of the ionic ground state configuration via 
thermal vibrations of ions and isomerization. The problem was studied using 
molecular dynamics and so called generalized Koopmans' theorem, which 
in the density functional regime connects the ionization potential and the 
energy eigenvalue of the highest occupied single-particle state. Furthermore, 
the same formalism was applied to the ionization potentials of small sodium 
clusters, and most convincingly to the photoelectron spectra of aluminum 
cluster anions. In the case of aluminum cluster anions, the high sensitivity 
of the electronic spectrum to the geometrical structure allowed a structural 
assignment of the observed isomers in the experiments. 

The main part of this thesis concerns the physical and chemical properties of 
aluminum clusters. It is observed that the structure of aluminum clusters de
velops quite rapidly from the icosahedral stacking to the less strained (more 
or less distorted) decahedral and FCC-lattice based structures. Furthermore, 
the total shapes of the clusters obey in many instances the so called jellium 
model, where the positive background density of ions is replaced by a homo
geneous charge density. The electronic structure of aluminum clusters evolves 
rapidly from the strong s-p hybridization to the jellium-like delocalized elec
tronic density, which is perturbed by the crystal field effects caused by the 
specific geometry of the cluster. Indications of the metallization of aluminum 
clusters are observed as small energy gaps between the occupied and unoc
cupied single-particle states, when the cluster size is increased. The binding 
energies (i.e. the energy required to detach an atom) show a smooth and 
nearly monotonic increase towards the theoretical bulk value, which within 
this simulation method was exaggerated. The nearest neighbour distance of 
aluminum clusters approaches the true bulk value monotonically and rapidly. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Atomic clusters are aggregates composed of a countable number of atoms, 
starting from a two atom dimer and reaching an indefinite upper limit of 
several hundred thousand atoms. Therefore, they describe the vast transition 
from a single atom to the bulk material. Clusters differ from conventional 
molecules because of their composition and structure [l]. Usually, molecules 
have a definite number of atoms and specific compositions. In many instances 
molecules also have unique structures. Clusters however may be composed 
of any number N of component particles, and, as the number of composite 
particles increases, the number of locally stable structures (isomers) grows 
rapidly. Furthermore, clusters differ from the bulk material because of their 
finite size. As a consequence, a large fraction of the constituent atoms is 
located on the surface of the cluster ( e.g. for a spherical cluster of 1000 atoms 
about 40%). In addition, the electronic band structure of solids does not exist 
for clusters, where the electronic energy spectrum consists of discrete levels 
because of the finite number of electrons. The small dimension of clusters 
leads to some properties characterized by the quantum effects, whereas in 
the macroscopic domain the same properties can be described classically. 

Although the first practical applications of metal clusters were invented al
ready by the glaziers of Middle Ages [2], the most fascinating features, which 
started the modern cluster research, were not observed until 1980s. Up to 
this point much of the cluster research was concentrated on the electromag-
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netic properties of glasses and related systems. Even during 60's and 70's, 
there was little reason to expect common patterns for clusters with different 
sizes and elements. Therefore, the small clusters were considered as small 
unique molecules, which could be treated via quantum-chemical methods, 
and the larger clusters in the mesoscopic domain were described using the 
approaches of solid state physics and statistical mechanics. 

Situation changed drastically in 1983, when the electronic shell structure 
of small sodium clusters (N < 100) was experimentally observed from the 
mass abundance spectrum [3]. The most abundant cluster sizes (i.e. shell 
closings) were observed to match with the predictions of a simple square 
well potential calculated using a spherical jellium model, where the ionic 
background density was smoothed [4]. After this discovery the development 
was fast. Experimentally, the electronic shell structure was observed for many 
simple and noble metal clusters, and it was further verified in the electronic 
response properties (such as ionization potential, polarizability, plasmons, 
etc.) of metallic clusters [2]. Theoretically, the jellium model was further 
developed and successfully applied to metal clusters in conjunction with the 
experiments [5]. The sudden increase in the cluster research gave also its 
own motivation to improve the quantum-chemical ab initio methods, which 
at this point were mainly used for conventional molecules [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

The physical and chemical properties of clusters approach to the bulk values 
as the number of composite atoms increases. This is an important motiva
tion for the cluster research since by studying these finite systems one can 
also learn how the properties of infinite bulk systems emerge from the prop
erties of clusters, as the clusters grow larger and larger. Furthermore, one 
can learn about the different size-evolutionary patterns of different mate
rials. For example, properties like cluster geometries, thermodynamic sta
bility, abundance distributions, electronic and vibrational spectra, dissocia
tion and ionization energies, and chemical reactivity, may exhibit different 
size-evolutionary trends for different materials as the cluster size is varied. 
Naturally, this leads finally to the well-known properties of bulk matter. 
In addition, clusters may be used for designing new kinds of cluster based 
materials ( such as based on C60), for developing chemical reactions in new 
ways (surface catalysis), and hopefully in the near future for manufacturing 
technolog�cal applications ( embedded clusters). 

As an example of the above-mentioned size-evolutionary patterns, both theo-

4 
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Figure 1.1: Cohesive energies per atom (in eV). Open circles: photodissoci
ation experiment (Ref. [10]), solid dots: BO-LSD-MD results (this thesis), 
open squares: Car-Parrinello calculations (Ref. [11]), and crosses: DVM X a 
results (Ref. [12]). 

retical and experimental cohesive energies of aluminum clusters are presented 
in Fig. 1.1. In order to demonstrate the special dependence between the co
hesive energy Ee and the atom number N, Ee is presented as a function of 
N-1/3. It is evident, that the cohesive energy achieves quite rapidly a linear
behaviour with this choice of variables. The dashed line corresponding to 
the theoretical results is fitted to the Ee value of larger clusters (N 2: 12), 
and its extrapolation to the Ee-axis gives the theoretical prediction 3. 70 e V 
for the bulk cohesive energy. Similar linear fit is also used for the experi
mental values, which is fixed into the real bulk cohesive energy 3.36 eV. The 
clear systematic error in the theoretical results is expected and due to the 
calculational details (local density approximation, Chap. 3). 

The main emphasis in this thesis is on a theoretical description of aluminum 
clusters via a first-principles simulation method called the Born-Oppenheimer 
local-spin-density molecular dynamics (BO-LSD-MD) method [13]. As it is 
well-known, aluminum is a simple metal, and it differs considerably in a 
small size regime from the alkalis because of its three valence electrons (two 
3s and one 3p). Indeed, the initial motivation of this thesis was to study 
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the interesting features of small aluminum clusters (N ::; 20) observed in 
the experimental ionization potentials [14, 15] and mass abundance spec
trum [16, 17, 18], which deviated considerably from the corresponding results 
measured for small alkali clusters [3, 18, 19]. A number of similar LheoreLical 
studies mainly concentrating to the size range N ::; 10 had already been pub
lished [20, 21, 22, 23], and some efforts to explore also the larger aluminum 
clusters were made [11, 12, 23]. However, during this study it became ev
ident, that one had to take also the experimental conditions (mainly the 
temperature of produced clusters) into account in order to obtain consistent 
results, and therefore it was necessary to use a temperature-dependent the
oretical model for further investigations. In addition, the physical meaning 
of the calculational single-electron states (so called Kohn-Sham states) [24] 
is employed in the description of photoionization efficiency curves of small 
aluminum and sodium clusters, and photoelectron spectra of aluminum clus
ter anions. In these studies, further information abouL Lhe sLrucLural aml 
electronic properties of aluminum and sodium clusters is obtained. Espe
cially in the case of aluminum, a profound understanding of the physical and 
chemical properties of small and medium-sized aluminum clusters (N ::; 102) 
is achieved. 

The outline of this thesis is the following: In Chapter 2 the basic theoretical 
concepts and related approximations concerning many-body calculations on 
finite fermion systems are briefly discussed. The theoretical considerations 
are further continued in Chap. 3, where the density functional theory and 
its Kohn-Sham formulation are presented together with a detailed descrip
tion of the BO-LSD-MD method used throughout this thesis. The main re
sults concerning the physical and chemical properties of aluminum clusters, 
the temperature-dependent ionization potentials of aluminum and sodium 
clusters, and the determination of the temperature-dependent photoelectron 
spectra of aluminum cluster anions are displayed in Chap. 4. The concluding 
remarks appear in Chap. 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical background 

2.1 Many-body Schrodinger equation 

The basic problem considered in this thesis is to find an approximate solution 
to the time-independent many-body Schrodinger equation 

(2.1) 

where H is a Hamiltonian for a system of nuclei and electrons described 
by position vectors {RA} and { ri}, respectively. The corresponding non
relativistic many-body Hamiltonian [25) (where N and M are the number 
of electrons and nuclei, respectively) can be written in atomic units1 (used 
throughout this thesis) as 

N l 2 M l 2 N M ZA 
H = - }:-v\ - }: -v' A 

- L L -

i=l 2 A=l 2MA i=l A=l riA 

N N 1 M M zz 
+}:}:-+ }: }:�.

i=l j>i rij A=l B>A RAB
(2.2) 

In this equation, MA is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to the mass of 
an electron, and ZA is the atomic number of nucleus A. The differential 

1The atomic units of energy and length are Hartree (=27.21 eV) and Bohr (=0.529 A), 
respectively. 
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operators v'; and v'� involve differentiation with respect to the coordinates 
of ith electron and Ath nucleus. The first and second term of Eq. (2.2) are 
the kinetic energy operators for the electrons and nuclei, respectively; the 
thir<l Lerm repre::;euL::; Lhe Coulomb aLLracLiou LeLweeu elecLrous and nuclei; 
the fourLh and fifth terms correspond to the Coulomb repulsion between 
electrons and between nuclei, respectively. 

From a calculational point of view, the many-body Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2) 
has an undesirable property: it contains both electronic and nucleonic parts. 
However, this problem can be easily overcome by introducing an adiabatic ap
proximation called the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [26, 27, 28]. 
In this approximation the wave function is separated into two independent 
parts 

(2.3) 

describing the solutions of electrons and nuclei, respectively. The physical 
justification for the use of this approximation is the dramatically different 
time scales of electrons and nuclei, since nuclei as heavier particles move 
much more slowly than electrons. Therefore, one can consider that for each 
nuclear configuration the electronic part of the total wave function is in its 
ground state. The resulting electronic Schrodinger equation is then 

where the electronic Hamiltonian 

N 1 2 N M ZA N N 1

Helec = - L -y' i - L L - + L L -

i:::l 
2 

i:::l A==l TiA i:::l j>i Tij

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

describes the motion of N electrons in the field of M fixed point charges. 
The solution of Eq. (2.4) yields an electronic wave function 

(2.6) 

which depends explicitly on the electronic coordinates and parametrically on 
the nuclear coordinates. Also the electronic energy 

(2.7) 

has a parametric dependence of the nuclear coordinates. According to these 
findings, one can now observe that the altering of the nuclear configuration 
yields different solutions for Jci>elec) and Eelec· Furthermore, the inclusion of 
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the nuclear repulsion (last term in Eq. (2.2)) allows one to write the total 
energy of the fixed system as 

(2.8) 

The equations (2.4) and (2.8) constitute now the electronic problem. 

After solving the electronic problem it is possible to introduce the nuclear 
problem 

(2.9) 

where the nuclear Hamiltonian is according to the Born-Oppenheimer ap
proximation 

(2.10) 

The nuclear wave function 

(2.11) 

describes now the vibration, rotation and translation of the system, and the 
total energy E in Eq. (2.9) takes these contributions into account. 

Furthermore, concerning the motion of ions, an important result is obtained 
when the electronic energy of the system Eelec = (<I?eleclHelecl<I?elec) is differen
tiated with respect to some ionic coordinate RA,-y (in the cartesian coordinates 

'Y =x,y,z) 

where 

oEelec( {RA}) 
aRA,-y 

/ 18Hetecl )\ <I? elec 
a R 

<I? elec 
A,-y 

/
<I? 

18V({ri};{RA})l
<I? 

) 
\ elec aR elec ' 

A,-y 
(2.12) 

(2.13) 

is the classical potential acting between electrons and nuclei. Above the fact, 
that the kinetic energy and Coulomb repulsion of electrons in Eq. (2.5) do 
not depend on the coordinates {RA}, has been employed. The resulting Eq. 
(2.12) is the famous Hellmann-Feynman theorem [29], and its significance is 
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that within the BO approximation the forces acting on nuclei are derivable 
from the classical potential (2.13) and the electronic wave function l<I>ezec)
Thus, if the force component FA,'Y acting on a nuclei A is written as 

(2.14) 

it is seen that FA,"/ is achieved from the derivative of classical potential av
eraged over the electronic wave function (density). Combining the resulting 
forces {FA} with the Coulomb repulsion of nuclei gives now the classical total 
forces acting on ions. 

The main difficulty of the many-body Schrodinger equation ( 2 .1) arises in the 
determination of the electronic solution l<I>ezec)- Therefore, we concentrate in 
the rest of the chapter solely to the electronic problem (2.4). The most 
convenient approach to this many-body problem is the variational principle, 
which states that when the system is described by the state I w) the average 
energy of many measurements is given by the formula 

(2.15) 

It is worthwhile to mention that the wave function liit) does not have to 
satisfy the initial Schrodinger equation. Since each particular measurement 
of the energy gives one of the eigenvalues of H, we immediately have 

E[w] 2: Eo, (2.16) 

where E0 is the true ground state energy of the system. As a result, the full 
minimization of the functional E[w] with respect to all allowed N-electron 
wave functions leads to the true ground state l1It0) and energy E['110] = E0 • 

In practice, the variational method requires a trial wave function, and the 
parameters of this trial function are optimized in order to minimize the energy 
E['11]. It is important to emphasize that the constraints of the trial function 
determine how close one can get to the real ground state energy E0 . 

Let us next consider an N-electron trial wave function corresponding to the 
case of noninteracting electrons described by the Hamiltonian 

N 

H=Lh(i), (2.17) 
i=l 
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where the single-particle operator h(i) operates to the single-particle spin
orbital 17Pi(xi)) (notation xi contains both the position and the spin of ith
electron). The corresponding many-body wave function is a direct product

This kind of a many-electron wave function is called the Hartree product,
and it has one important deficiency: it does not fulfill the antisymmetry
principle of fermions i.e. the wave function does not change its sign when two
spin orbitals (electrons) are interchanged. Consequently, the minimization of
energy using this trial function does not lead to the true ground state energy
and wave function.

The antisymmetry requirement is taken into account in the Hartree-Fock
(HF) theory, where the normalized many-electron wave function is a Slater
determinant

1
./Nf. 

i1Pi(x1))
l1Pi(x2))

i1Pj(x1))
i1Pj(x2))

l1Pi(XN )) 17Pj(XN ))1 
fim det[1Pi , '/Pj, ... , 7Pk]vN! 

i1Pk(x1))
l1Pk(x2))

consisting of single-particle spin orbitals 17P(Xi)). At this point one should
notice that although the wave function is now much more complicated than
the initial Hartree product the single-particle picture is still maintained. The
consequent energy expectation value is

where

N 1 NEHF = (wHFIHlwHF) =�Hi + 2 -� (Jij - Kij), (2.20)
i=l i,J=l 

Hi = f 1Pl(x) [-1\72 
+ v(x)]1Pi(x)dx, (2.21)

Jij =ff 1Pi(x1)1PI(x1)_}_1P;(x2)1Pi(x2)dx1dx2, (2.22)r12 
Kij = ff 1Pl(x1)1Pj (x1)_}_1Pi(x2)1P;(x2)dx1dx2. (2.23)r12 

These integrals are all real, and Jij 2: Kij 2: 0. The Jij are called Coulomb
integrals and they describe the classical repulsion of electrons. The Kij are
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called exchange integrals and they are quantum mechanical energy contribu
tions caused by the antisymmetrization of the wave function. 

By minimizing EH 
F with respect to the choice of spin orbitals and normal

ization constraint 
(2.24) 

one can derive an equation called the Hartree-Fock equation, which deter
mines the optimal spin orbitals. The form of this eigenvalue equation is 

where f ( i) is an effective one-electron operator 

(.) 1 2 � ZA HF(
·
) f 'I, = --\i'i - � - + V 'I,, 2 

A=l riA 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

called the Fock operator. The operator vH F could be regarded as the average 
potential (although it is not really a potential) experienced by the ith electron 
due to the presence of the other electrons. The Hartree-Fock equation (2.25) 
is a nonlinear equation since the operator vHF depends on the spin orbitals 
of other electrons. Therefore, it has to be solved iteratively. In practice, 
this is performed by guessing the initial spin orbitals and calculating the 
corresponding average potential vH F. After that one is able to solve the 
eigenvalue equation for a new set of spin orbitals. Using these orbitals it 
is possible to calculate the new average potential and repeat the procedure 
until the self-consistency is achieved. 

Although the Hartree-Fock theory includes the antisymmetry requirement, 
it is still not complete. This is a consequence of the single-determinantal 
description of the many-body wave function causing the minimized energy 
to deviate from the true ground state energy E by amount 

(2.27) 

This difference is called the correlation energy (defined here to be negative) 
and its reliable determination is a major problem in many-body theories. 

The correlation energy can be taken into account by expanding the HF single
determinant wave function to the multi-determinantal form 

(2.28) 
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where jw0) is the Hartree-Fock ground state and the following determinants 
correspond to the excited states, where an electron from the state a has been 
excited to the virtual state r, and so on. In order to get the true ground 
state energy one has to calculate the HF determinants jwi) and minimize 
the energy with respect to the coefficient c0, c�, c�t, ... and the normalization 
constraint ( cl> I <I>) = 1. This procedure is called the configuration interaction 
(Cl) method since each l'11i) can be defined by specifying a configuration of 
spin orbitals from which it is formed. In practice, it is impossible to include 
an infinite number of different excited determinants into Cl calculations, 
and therefore only a certain (usually small) number of excited states are 
considered. 

The determinantal many-body wave function methods described above are 
calculationally very expensive. Consequently, the methods are applicable 
only to the smallest clusters and molecules. This restriction can however be 
avoided by introducing a totally new perspective to the electronic structure 
calculations called the density functional theory (DFT) (7, 8, 30). In this 
method one abandons the many-body wave function and concentrates instead 
on the electron density 

(2.29) 

where ds1 corresponds to the integration with respect to the spin of particle 
1 and N is the total number of electrons according to equation 

N = j p(r)dr. (2.30) 

The first Hohenberg-Kohn [8, 31) theorem states that all the properties of the 
nondegenerate many-body ground state can be calculated from the electron 
density. The proof of this, which is not presented here, is simple and relies 
on the variational principle2

. As a result, the energy can now be presented 
as a functional of electron density p(r) as 

E[p] = T[p] + Vne [P] + Vee [p], (2 .31) 

where T[p] is the kinetic energy functional, Vne [P] is the energy functional 
corresponding to the interaction between nuclei ( external potential) and elec
trons, and Vee [p] is the electron-electron energy functional. Furthermore, the 

2Levy [32] has offered a more general proof for this theorem, which shows that it applies 
also for degenerate ground states. 
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second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [8, 31] states that for a random trial density 
jj(r), which obeys the conditions jj(r) 2: 0 and J p(r)dr = N, applies 

Eo :S E[jj], (2.32) 

where E[p] is a functional corresponding to Eq. (2.31). This theorem allows 
us now to use the variational principle for the determination of the ground 
state energy and electron density via the variational equation 

(2.33) 

where µ is a Lagrange undetermined multiplier. Furthermore, by requiring 
that the above equation applies to an arbitrary density variation 6p(r) one 
is lead to the Euler-Lagrange equation 

5E[p] µ 
= 6p(r)' 

(2.34) 

where the physical meaning of quantity µ is the chemical potential. If the 
functional E[p] is known, it is possible to calculate the electron density p(r) 
using Eq. (2.34). The density functional theory and its Kohn-Sham [8, 33] 
formulation are further studied in the next chapter. 

2.2 Pseudopotentials 

The theoretical approach has so far considered all the electrons and nuclei of 
the system explicitly. In practice, this is however very time consuming even in 
the density functional regime, and alternative methods have to be developed 
in order to model also larger systems (Ne 2: 100). In the pseudopotential 
approximation [34] the atom is separated to valence electrons and an ionic 
core. The ionic core is described by an average potential (pseudopotential) 
of nucleus and core electrons, where the effects of core electrons (screening 
and the Pauli exclusion principle) are taken into account. The idea here 
is to explicitly describe the valence electrons, which determine the physical 
properties of the atom, as interacting particles in the field created by the 
ionic cores. This kind of an assumption generally works very well and it has 
been successfully employed in the atomic and molecular physics. 
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There is a large number of different pseudopotentials developed for various 
purposes. The most advanced ones, which are made for quantum-chemical ab

initio calculations, are nonlocal and free of adjustable parameters, but also 
difficult to use for complex molecules and clusters. At short distances from 
the nucleus, these pseudopotentials are usually repulsive due to the Pauli 
exclusion principle, and at large distance they fall off asymptotically as the 
coulombic potential of the unscreened effective charge of the ion. Interest
ingly, the pseudopotentials of simple metals like the alkalis are rather weak 
explaining the success of jellium model ( discussed in the next section) for 
these metals [5]. 

One of the simplest possible pseudopotentials obeying the main requirements 
discussed above is the Ashcroft's pseudopotential [35]. It is a coulombic 
potential, which is cut off at so-called empty core radius re , and is set equal 
to zero inside 

z 

r 

0, 

for r 2: re

for r < re. (2.35) 

This pseudopotential has been successfully applied to bulk and surface prop
erties of solids [26]. Another very simple pseudopotential has been developed 
by Manninen [36], where 

z 
for r 2: re

r 

- - 3Z [r2 - r2

]
2r3

e 3 l 

e 

for (2.36) 

This potential is actually the electrostatic potential of a homogeneously 
charged sphere of radius re , and it was applied by Manninen to small al
kali clusters. 

The modern pseudopotentials are much more sophisticated than the ones 
presented above. In addition to the several new physical requirements (such 
as angular momentum dependence, norm-conservation, nonlocality, separa
bility, etc.) one has to consider also calculational effectiveness of a certain 
kind of pseudopotential for a given basis set3

• For instance, Troullier and 
Martins [37] have shown for a plane wave basis that the fastest convergence
of total energy is achieved using very smooth pseudopotentials.

3The calculational effectiveness is here related to the rate of convergence of the total 
energy when the basis set is expanded. 
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2.3 Jellium model 

In the pseudopotential approximation the valence electrons are separated 
from the rest of the atom, and the resulting ion is described by an effective 
pseudopotential. In order to make calculations easier, the pseudopotential 
treatment is next further simplified by completely ignoring the resulting ionic 
structure, and replacing it by a homogeneous background density in a finite 
volume. This approximation is called the jellium model, and it was first 
applied to metallic bulk and surface properties by Lang and Kohn [38]. The 
quantum mechanical self-consistent field of electrons can be calculated using 
this model. For this purpose, the charge density of the ionic background (so
called Wigner-Seitz radius r8) has to be specified as an external parameter, 
which characterizes the properties of the metal. 

At first glance, one might think that the total neglect of ionic structure in the 
jellium appro.x.irnaLion is Loo drasLic au aSt,urnµLiu11. lu fad, Lhit, it'.> Lrue fur 
most of the ordinary molecules. However, in the case of metal clusters and 
metals, the jellium picture is justified because of the delocalized valence elec
trons, which experience a weak and smoothly changing net pseudopotential 
caused by the ion cores. Therefore, the further smoothing of the ionic back
ground does not introduce any significant qualitative changes to the physical 
picture. 

There are many ways to do jellium calculations. Above, the discussion has 
considered the self-consistent treatment of the valence electrons. [4, 39, 40, 
41]. Furthermore, many studies have been made using a phenomenological 
jellium model [42, 43, 44, 45], where the iterative calculation of the self
consistent field of valence electrons is avoided by including it to some easy
to-use average single-particle potential. The resulting problem is now much 
easier since the Schrodinger equation has to be solved only once. 

One of most popular choices for the phenomenological single-particle poten
tial is the spherical Woods-Saxon potential 

V(r) - - Vo -
1 + eo(r-ro) ' 

(2.37) 

where V0 and r0 are the depth and radius of the potential well, respectively. 
The parameter a determines the potential softness at the surface of the clus-
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ter. For physical reasons, the Woods-Saxon potential has usually a steep rise 
at the surface causing the potential resemble closely to the simple square well. 
Consequently, the electronic eigenvalue spectra of these two potential are sim
ilar. The corresponding electronic shells according to the three-dimensional 
square well ( the analytically solvable eigenstates are Bessel functions) are in 
order ls, lp, ld, 2s, lf, 2p, lg, 2d, lh, 3s, ... and the electron numbers of 
the shell closings (so-called magic numbers) are 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, 68, 
90, 92, ... The numbers 18 and 90 are underlined because the corresponding 
electron shell is usually nearly degenerate with the higher electron shell. 

The geometry of the cluster is determined in the jellium model by the shape 
of the background density. The simplest case is the spherical jellium model, 
where the Schrodinger equation reduces into a one-dimensional equation due 
to the spherical symmetry. This problem can be easily solved even for large 
clusters. Usually, the equilibrium shapes are spherical for the jellium clus
ters corresponding to the above shell closings. These clusters also have a 
high relative stability according to the total energy (i.e. they are magic). 
The situation complicates for the open shell clusters, because the shape of 
the cluster deforms due to the Jahn-Teller effect [46], which tends to break 
the degeneracy of the occupied and unoccupied states by reducing the sym
metry of the system. The simplest deformed cluster shapes are prolate and 
oblate, which correspond to quadrupole deformations. Furthermore, one can 
consider also higher-order deformations such as octupole and hexadecupole 
deformations. 

In practice, the jellium model has been studied extensively for finite metal 
clusters [5]. Both self-consistent and phenomenological approaches have been 
successfully employed in order to explain the experimentally observed prop
erties of metal clusters, in particular those of alkali clusters [2]. Deformations 
of the jellium background and the finite temperature of the electron density 
can be taken into account at reasonable cost [47, 48]. In this thesis, the 
jellium model is used only as a reference system for aluminum clusters. Al
though aluminum is a simple metal, it differs remarkably from alkalis because 
of its much stronger pseudopotentials. Therefore, one cannot expect a similar 
correspondence to the jellium model as it is shown in many instances [2]. 
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Chapter 3 

Density functional theory 

3.1 Kohn-Sham method 

In this section the Kohn-Sham (KS) method [8, 33] is discussed. The method 
was developed in order to describe atoms and molecules more accurately than 
the conventional Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) method, which was based on 
a direct approach to the variational problem. This was necessary since the 
TFD model was observed to fail to produce the shell structure of atoms and 
even the further modifications of this method were not successful [30]. 

Let us first consider noninteracting electrons. The corresponding Hamilto
nian is ( the electron spin is neglected at the moment) 

(3.1) 

where the external potential v5 (ri) is in the case of atomic clusters and 
molecules the coulombic potential of ions. As was earlier mentioned in the 
context of Hartree products (Sec. 2.1.), the solution of the Schrodinger equa
tion Hs l'lls) = Es l'lls) can be written as a product of single-particle wave 
functions 
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which themselves are solutions to the single-particle Schrodinger equation

(3.3)

Furthermore, by taking into account the antisymmetry requirement of fermions,
one can conclude that the exact solution of the noninteracting system is a
Slater determinant, which consists of the aforementioned single-particle wave
functions. Therefore, the exact electron density is

N 

p(r) = L 17/ii(r) 1
2

, 
(3.4)

i=l 

where the sum goes over N energetically lowest single-particle states ( elec
trons). In order to achieve this particularly simple result, one needs to solve
only the single-particle Schrodinger equation (3.3).

The idea of Kohn and Sham was to use in the case of interacting electrons
the kinetic energy functional

(3.5) 

which is exactly defined for the noninteracting electrons. Of course, this is
not the correct kinetic energy functional, but in the KS formulation T5 is
treated as a true kinetic energy. It has been confirmed by calculations that
this is in fact a reasonably good approximation. Furthermore, the missing
part of the true T is usually taken into account in another energy functional
called the exchange-correlation energy Exe · The energy functional according
to the KS method is now

where

and

E[p] = Ts[P] + Vne[P] + J[p] + Exe[P],

Vne[P] = f v(r)p(r)dr

J[ ] _ 1 / / p(r1)p(r2) d d p - 2 
r1 r2r12 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

are the energy functionals corresponding to the interaction between electrons
and external potential, and the coulombic electron-electron repulsion, respec
tively. The exact exchange-correlation potential Exe containing the quantum
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mechanical electron-electron interaction terms is not exactly known, and it 
is further discussed in the next section. 

Using Eq. (3.6), the Euler-Lagrange equation has now the form 
bE[p] bTs[P] 

µ = bp(r) = Ve
JJ(r) + bp(r)'

where the effective KS potential is defined as follows 

( ) bJ[p] bExc[P]v r + bp(r) + bp(r) 
J p(r') / - v(r) + lr- r'ldr + Vxc(r)

and the exchange-correlation potential is 

( ) bExc[P] Vxc r = bp(r) .

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

The KS effective potential Veff in Eq. (3.10) has clearly a similar role than 
the plain external potential v5 in the noninteracting case. Therefore, it 
is straightforward to replace the interactionless single-particle Schrodinger 
equation by a similar equation 

(3.12) 
corresponding to interacting electrons. Furthermore, the electron density, 
which satisfies Eq. (3.9), is obtained from equation 

N 

p(r) = I: l'lf!i(r)l2. (3.13) 
i=l 

Since Veff itself depends on the density p(r), one must solve equations (3.10)
(3.13) self-consistently. These equations are called the Kohn-Sham equations. 
In practice, the calculations are started from a trial density p(r), which is 
used to determine the effective potential Veff in Eq. (3.10). After this, 
a new density p(r) is obtained from the equations (3.12) and (3.13). The 
procedure is repeated until the self-consistency is achieved, and the resulting 
total energy can be calculated from Eq. (3.6). 

So far, the spin of the electron has been neglected. However, in the pres
ence of an external magnetic field or for an odd number of electrons, the KS 
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method has to be extended to include spin-dependency. Instead of the elec
tron density p(r), the basic variables are now the a-electron density p0(r) and 
the /3-electron density rJ3 (r) (where a and /3 denote different directions of the 
elecLron spin) or alLeruaLively Ll1e electron sµiu dew,iLy Q(r) = µ0 (r) - /1(r) 
and the total electron density p(r). Using the first choice, the total spin
polarized KS energy functional can be written (for an external magnetic 
field) as 

where 

Above µB and b(r) are the Bohr's magneton and the magnetic field in z

direction (simplification), respectively. The energy functional describing the 
Coulomb repulsion of electrons does not depend at all on the spin, and there
fore the notation J[p0 

+ 
rf] has been used. 

Similarly as in the spin-independent case, the variational treatment of the 
Eq. (3.14) under charge and norm conservation constraints leads to the spin
dependent KS equations 

[ -1\72 + v�ff(r)]<Pio(r) = Eio<Pio(r), i = 1, 2, ... , N° 

[ -1 v'2 

+ v�ff
(r)] <Pi/J(r) = Eif3<Pi/3(r), i = 1, 2, ... , N/3 

where the spin-dependent effective potentials are of the form 

0 
( ) ( ) b( ) / p(r') d 1 8Exc[P0

, rJ3] veff r = v r + µs r + jr - r'I 
r + 8po(r)

/3 ( ) ( ) b( ) / p(r') d , 8Exc[P0

, rJ3] veff r = v r - µB r + lr - r'I 
r + 8p/3(r)

The electron numbers corresponding to the different spins 

N° 
= j drp0(r), N/3 

= j drpfi(r) 

have to be varied under constraint 
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(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 



in order to be able to determine the true total energy minimum of the system. 

The spin-polarized KS method can describe many-electron system subjected 
to an external magnetic field. It is therefore possible to obtain informa
tion about the magnetic properties of the system such as e.g. the spin
susceptibility of electrons. Also the spin-orbit interaction and the other rel
ativistic corrections can now be included into the theory. In addition, the 
description of systems without any external fields is also more accurate, be
cause the exchange-correlation energy functional Exc [P°', p/1] has properties, 
which are missing in the spin-independent case. This is the situation espe
cially for the open shell atoms, molecules and atomic clusters [30]. 

3.2 Local density approximation 

It was shown in the previous section that using the KS method it is possible 
to calculate the exact T8 [p]. Nevertheless, in order to determine the exact 
KS equations it is necessary to know also the exact exchange-correlation 
functional Exc[p], which is the major challenge in the density functional the
ory. The magnitude of the exchange-correlation energy is relatively small 
with respect to the other terms in the energy functional (3.14). However, 
Exc [P] cannot be neglected since it has a crucial role in a reliable descrip
tion of atomic clusters and molecules. It can e.g. affect the relative energy 
differences between various cluster isomers or molecular conformations. 

First suggestion to the exchange-correlation problem was made by Kohn and 
Sham [8, 33], and it is called the local density approximation (LDA). Its 
spin-independent form is 

(3.20) 

where the function Exc(P) is the exchange-correlation energy of one electron in 
a homogeneous electron gas. In this equation it is assumed that the exchange
correlation energy of an inhomogeneous system can be obtained by using the 
results of the homogeneous electron gas for the infinitesimal parts of electron 
density. This treatment is not formally applicable for systems, where the 
electron density varies considerably (such as atoms and molecules), but in 
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practice it has been successfully used also for this kind of systems for many 
decades. Theoretical explanation for the success of LDA has been given in 
terms of so called exchange-correlation hole [7, 8, 30]. 

The exchange-correlation energy can be divided into two parts, 
(3.21) 

The exchange energy Ex [P] is in fact explicitly defined in the HF theory, and 
in the context of LDA it can be presented as 

Ex [P] J p(r)Ex(p)dr

Cx j [p(r)]113dr, C = -�(�)
1

/3X 

4 'ff 
l (3.22)

which was originally proposed by Dirac [49]. It is much harder to approximate 
the correlation energy Ec [P] since the explicit form of this functional is not 
known. 

The local density approximation can be straightforwardly expanded to a 
more accurate spin-dependent local spin density approximation (LSD). Also 
in this approximation, the exchange and correlation parts of the functional 
can be separated i.e. 

(3.23) 
By expanding Dirac's LDA exchange energy into the spin-polarized case [50], 
it is found that 

Let us next define a spin-polarization parameter 
pa _ p8 pa _ p8 

(--------- pa +p/3- p , (3.25) 

when consequently pa 
= ½(1 + ()p and r/3 = ½(1 - ()p. The LSD exchange 

energy is now 

1cx J p4/3 [ (1 + ()4/3 + (1 - ()4/3) dr 
j PEx(P, ()dr, 
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where Ex(P, () is the exchange energy per electron in a uniform electron gas
with polarization (. It can be written as

Ex (p, () = E� (p) + [ c; (p) - E� (p)] f ( (). (3.27)
The exchange energy per electron for the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
homogeneous electron density is

c�(p) = Ex(P,0) = Cxp113,
c;(p) = Ex(P, 1) = 2113Cxp113,

(3.28)
(3.29)

and the function, which describes the interval between these two cases, is
(1 + ()4/3 + (1 - ()4/3 - 2!(() = 2(21/3 - 1) (3.30)

On the contrary to the exchange energy, the correlation energy Ec [P°', p-8]
cannot be separated with respect to the spin-densities p°' and p8 since it
contains both spin-dependent and spin-independent electron-electron inter
actions. Therefore, the presentation for the LSD correlation energy is

(3.31)

where Ec(P, () is the spin-dependent correlation energy per electron in a uni
form electron gas. A discrete set of values has been calculated for Ec(P, ()
by Ceperley and Alder [51] using the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method.
Employing these numbers Yosko et al. [52] made a Pade approximative in
terpolation for Ec(P, (), which has been used very extensively in modern DFT
studies.

Recently, many studies [53, 54, 55, 56] have been performed in order to im
prove LSD by introducing a further developed generalized gradient approxi
mation (GGA), where the exchange-correlation energy functional is implicitly
written as

(3.32)
The GGA methods take into account more rigorously the density variations
of an inhomogeneous electron gas, and they consequently produce more ac
curate total and binding energies, as well as improved barriers to chemical
reactions [57, 58]. Also the LSD lattice constants and bulk moduli of solids
are improved [57]. Nevertheless, the ionization potentials and electron de
tachment energies are not necessarily better than in LSD [58].
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3.3 Physical interpretation of the KS energy 

eigenvalues 

In the Kohn-Sham method, the electron density is expressed in terms of
auxiliary KS single-particle states in order to use the simple formalism of
noninteracting case. Because of this purely artificial origin, KS states are not
regarded as the real single-particle states of the system. However, in practice
they are commonly treated and analyzed as real single-particle states since
they show correct features. Similarly, the corresponding KS single-particle
energy eigenvalues have been considered as auxiliary Lagrange multipliers
without any physical meaning. It is shown in this chapter that there is
indeed a well-defined physical relation concerning these energy eigenvalues
called the Janak's theorem [24]. This theorem is based on a similar transition
state approach of Slater [59].

The kinetic energy functional T5[p] in Eq. (3.5) is defined in such a manner
that all the occupied KS states have a full occupation while the unoccupied
states are completely empty. Let us next introduce a generalized kinetic
energy

T1[P] = L ni\'/Pil - � V2l1Pi),
i=l 

(3.33)

where the occupation numbers ni (0 � ni � 1) are varied in order to minimize
the kinetic energy functional T1 . The corresponding electron density is now

p(r) = Lnil1Pi(r)l2 , (3.34)
i=l 

where the electron spin is neglected at the moment. By replacing Ts with T1 

in (3.6), the new (generalized) total-energy functional
(3.35)

is achieved. One should note that the density p is given in terms of Eq.
(3.34), and that the energy functional Exc [P] is modified due to the new
definition of kinetic energy.

Let us now study the dependence of total energy on the occupation numbers
by differentiating E[p] with respect to ni. After a few simple calculational
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steps (24, 30) one obtains the result 

oE 
�=Ei, 
uni 

(3.36) 

which is the important Janak's theorem. As it is clearly seen, this equation 
provides a meaning for the KS energy eigenvalues. It is important to empha
size here that the above result is derived for the KS method in general i.e. it 
does not depend on the explicit form of the exchange-correlation energy Exe · 

A direct consequence of the Janak's theorem (3.36) is that the ionization 
potential I and electron affinity A can be defined as integrals 

-I - EN - EN-1 = fo
1 

EHOMo(n)dn,

-A EN+1 - EN = fo
1 

ELuMo(n)dn,

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

where the KS energy eigenvalues EHOMO and ELuMo corresponding to the 
highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) KS state are 
now determined also for the noninteger occupations. Alternatively, one can 
also use numerically approximative formulas 

-I

-A

EN - EN-1 � EHoMo(l/2), 

EN+1 - EN � ELuMo(l/2), 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

which of course are not physically realistic. The other way to express these 
equations in a physically more reasonable form is 

-I

-A

EN - EN-1 = EHoMo(l) - C,

EN+I - EN = ELuMo(0) + D,

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

where the positive constants C and D have to be determined separately for 
each specific system. One should note that without these additional constants 
equations (3.41) and (3.42) are just the Koopmans' theorem for Hartree-Fock 
single-particle energy eigenvalues. 

A more illustrative way to build a connection between the ionization potential 
and the KS energy eigenvalue of the HOMO state is to follow the work of 
Tozer and Handy [60]. According to them, the ionization potential can be 
written as a generalized Koopmans' theorem (GKT) 

(3.43) 
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where v'::(N) is the asymptotic limit of the exchange-correlation potential 
of an N-electron system. It is evident, that v'::(N) is the undetermined 
energy shift C in Eq. (3.41 ). Perdew et al. [61] have shown that for a 
real energy functional, where the electron number increases through integers, 
v'::(N) should be zero. In practice, the used density functionals are however 
continuous, which leads to a nonzero energy shift v'::(N) [57, 62]. 

3.4 BO-LSD-MD method 

The method used throughout this thesis is the Born-Oppenheimer local-spin
density molecular dynamics (BO-LSD-MD) method created by Barnett and 
Landman, and fully documented in Ref. [13]. In the BO-LSD-MD method, 
the ions move on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface where the 
description of the electronic structure is based on LSD, in conjunction with 
separable nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopotentials [37], and a plane wave 
basis set. Evaluations of the various terms in the Hamiltonian, and the oper
ations on the KS wave functions, are performed using a dual-space formalism, 
where the calculations are carried out using both real and reciprocal spaces. 
This method was developed for the investigations of finite aggregates caus
ing it to differ remarkably from the other BO dynamical simulation methods. 
Especially, the method does not employ a supershell replication procedure 
(i.e. periodic boundary conditions), and therefore there are no repeated im
ages of the system. This allows one to study effectively charged systems and 
systems possessing large multipole moments. Furthermore, the ground state 
electronic energy and forces on the ions are calculated for each nuclear con
figuration during a dynamical simulation. This allows a relatively large time 
step, T � l - 10 fs, for the integration of ionic equations of motion, the lim
iting time scale arising from the real ion dynamics and from the performance 
of the MD integration algorithm. 

According to the BO approximation, the total energy of a system consisting 
of ions and valence electrons can be presented as 

where RA, MA and ZA are the position, mass and charge of the Ath ion, 
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respectively, and Eelec( {RA}) is the total energy of valence electrons deter
mined for a specific ionic configuration {RA}- The first two terms in Eq. 
(3.44) represent the ionic kinetic energy and the coulombic interaction en
ergy between ions, respectively. 

As pointed out in Chap. 2, the main problem in Eq. (3.44) is to calculate the 
electronic ground state energy Eelec( {RA}), which in this method is computed 
via KS method and LSD parametrization for the exchange-correlation part 
of the electron-electron interaction energy. The corresponding ground state 
energy is now given by the formula 

(3.45) 

where T5 is the kinetic energy of electrons, Vne is the electron-ion interaction 
energy, with the interaction potential between valence electrons and ions 
described by pseudopotentials, and Vee is the electron-electron interaction 
energy. The evaluation of these three terms is discussed below. 

As previously discussed in the context of KS method, the kinetic energy T5

is written as 
(3.46) 

i,O' 

where a is the spin index. The kinetic energy operator T = -½ v'2 is di
agonal in momentum space. Therefore, also the kinetic energy is computed 
in momentum space. The occupation numbers niu are usually integers 0 or 
1, but if the HOMO-LUMO gap is very small, it may be necessary to use 
fractional occupation numbers in order to achieve self-consistency. For this 
kind of situations a Fermi function with ksT = 0.0005 a.u. is used. 

The electron-ion interaction is described using separable nonlocal norm
conserving pseudopotentials [37] as 

Vne = L niu L('l/JiulVAl'l/Jiu). 
i,u A 

(3.47) 

In real space the pseudopotentials can be separated into local and nonlocal 
parts 

(3.48) 
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The nonlocal term is obtained from a semiclassical pseudopotential via Kleinman
Bylander prescription [63]

V,?1
c( r, r') = L P/ K1�, ( r) K1�, ( r'),

l,m 

where the ion is at the origin, and
K�(r) = b. v/(r)Rt(r)Ycm(f),

F/ = (fo
00 dr[rRt(r)J 2b.vt(r))-1

.

(3.49) 

(3.50)
(3.51)

Here b. vt ( r) is the semilocal pseudopotential and Rf ( r) is the radial pseu
dowave function.

In order to evaluate the effective KS single-particle potential
6Eelec 6Ts 

v
(J'

=----
6p(J' 6pu 

(3.52)
conveniently, it is necessary to divide the energy functional Vne into local and
nonlocal parts

v�� = I dr[l� + /1'] I: vic(lr - RAI)
A 

(3.53)
and

vn

n:c = � niO" L Ftl I drK1!i(r - RA)'lfliO"(r),
2

. (3.54)
i,O" A,l,m 

The contribution of the local term is now
le ( ) 6V�� ""'ylc(I 

R 
I) 

Vne r = ,: ( )
= L.., A r - A , 

up(J' r A 
(3.55)

and it can be combined with the LSD potential considered below. The non
local KS potential is

v��
c

(r, r') = L v;
1c

(r - RA, r' - RA),
A 

where v;1c is evaluated above (equations (3.49)-(3.51)).

The electron-electron interaction functional is given by
J[p0

, /1'] + Exc[P0

, /1'] 

f dr[p
0

(r) + /1'(r)][EH(r) + Exc(r)],
30

(3.56)

(3.57)



where
( )-!jd ,p0(r')+r/3(r')

EH r - r 

I I2 r - r' (3.58)
is the Hartree component of energy density, which describes the coulombinteraction between electrons, and 

Exe(r) = exe[P0(r), /(r); v' p0(r), v' /(r)] (3.59)
is the exchange-correlation energy per electron. As discussed previously, inLSD approximation Exe depends solely on the electron density and is simplythe exchange-correlation energy per electron of a uniform electron gas withdensities p0 and r/3. The LSD parametrization for the exchange part is presented in Eq. (3.27), and the LSD correlation part is the aforementioned(see Sec. 3.2) parametrization by Yosko et al. [52]. It is also possible toinclude the gradient corrections into the exchange-correlation energy (3.59)although they have a very minor role in this thesis. The method uses theexchange-gradient correction of Becke [55] and the correlation-gradient correction of Perdew [53]. These corrections are added in a post-LSD fashioni.e. the gradient correction to the energy is calculated non-self-consistentlyfor a LSD-generated density. Although this approach has been successful inpractice, one has to remember that the post-LSD gradient corrections arenot determined at the true GGA ground state1

. 

The electron-electron part of the effective KS single-particle potential at LSDlevel is now 
v�8D(r) = O�;;) = 2EH(r) + [1 + Pe1(r) ap�(r)]exe[P0(r),/(r)], (3.60)

where EH is presented above, and the derivatives of Exe have been publishedin Ref. [52]. 
F inally, the calculations involving classical dynamics of ions on the BO potential energy surface require evaluation of force on each ion. The electronicforce obtained using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem (see Sec. 2.1), togetherwith the coulombic repulsion of ions, governs now the dynamical evolutionof ions generated via integration of the Newtonian equations of motion 

(3.61) 

1The most recent implementation of the method uses the PBE parametrization [56] for 
the gradient-corrected exchange-correlation energy at the true GGA ground state. 
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It is necessary to note here that the electronic contribution in Eq. (3.61) 
differs from the original Hellmann-Feynman theorem in the sense that it is 
divided into two parts, local and nonlocal, due to the separability of pseu
dopotentials. 
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Chapter 4 

Main results 

4.1 Small aluminum clusters 

The number of local potential energy minima on a potential energy surface 
of ions grows rapidly (~exponentially [64]), when the number of constituent 
ions increases. The search for the global energy minimum (ground state) 
among these different ionic configurations (isomers) is one of the most chal
lenging and fascinating tasks in the modern cluster research since the detailed 
description of clusters is strongly related to the properties of the correspond
ing ground state. Furthermore, theoretical investigations are in a crucial role 
in this field, because it is still not possible to determine directly the ground 
state geometries of small clusters in experiments. 

In this section, the results for the small aluminum clusters are presented. The 
structures were obtained for Ah to Al7 by a conjugate-gradient search among 
a number of plausible candidates. For the size-range Ali2-Ab a classical 
molecular dynamics program was used in conjunction with a potential derived 
from the effective medium theory (EMT) [65, 66] to produce a number of low
energy isomers, the best ones of which were selected as starting geometries 
for the BO-LSD-MD calculations. The structures were obtained by cooling 
from hot liquid clusters. The vast number of the lowest energy structures 
produced by EMT potential were icosahedral-based structures. As it is well 
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Table 4.1: Symmetry, cohesive energy per atom (in eV), average bond length 
(in A), experimental [15] and calculated vertical (vIP) and adiabatic (aIP) 
ionization potential (in eV) for ground states of Al-Ah. 

N Symm Ec(LSD) (d) IP(exp) vIP(LSD) aIP(LSD)
1 5.99 6.12 
2 Doc 0.96 2.46 6.20 6.83 6.25 
3 C3v 1.60 2.48 6.45 6.91 6.79 
4 D2h 1.84 2.58 6.55 6.80 6.69 
5 C2v 2.11 2.58 6.45 6.77 6.68 
6 0 2.33 2.73 6.45 7.03 6.93 
7 0 2.56 2.69 6.20 6.38 5.90 

known, certain sizes (13,19,23) are particularly interesting since they match 
filled atomic-shell structures of either icosahedral, decahedral or FCC-based 
((cub)octahedral) symmetry (see Fig. 4.1). For these.sizes optimization was 
started directly from these symmetries. All the structure optimizations were 
done without any constraints to the symmetry. 

The ground state structures, binding energies,· average bond lengths and 
ionization potentials1 for Al-Ah are given in Table 4.1. The experimental 
ionization potentials are from the paper of Schriver et. al. [15]. The total 
spins of these clusters (both neutral and ionic) were found to be minimal 
i.e. S = 0 or S = ½ for a cluster with even and odd number of electrons,
respectively. The only exceptions are the dimer and, in a larger size range,
the Al13 ion (icosahedron) with S = 1. In fact, the nonparamagnetic nature
of Al dimer has been observed also experimentally [16], and it has been
suggested previously also by other theoretical studies [20, 21). Furthermore,
the obtained bond length for the dimer is the same (within 0.01 A) as the
experimental one (67]. This gives an indication that the used aluminum
pseudopotential [37] in combination with LSD works well.

In Figure 4.1, closed atomic shell structures for 13, 19 and 23 atoms are dis
played. Several previous calculations [11, 12, 23] have addressed the question 

1 The ionization potentials are calculated as total energy differences between the cluster 
and the corresponding unrelaxed/relaxed ion. 
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Figure 4.1: Closed atomic shell structures. Top from left: 13-atom icosahe
dron, truncated decahedron, and cubo-octahedron. Bottom: 19-atom double 
icosahedron, octahedron, and 23-atom decahedron. 

in what size region FCC-based structures become energetically competitive 
with icosahedral structures. In agreement with these previous calculations, 
it is found that Al13 clearly prefers icosahedron (ICS) over cubo-octahedron 
(COS). In fact, 13-atom COS transforms to ICS in molecular dynamics runs 
at low temperature ( < 100 K). In the size range of 14 :'.S N :'.S 23 there are 
certain sizes (17,19,21) where icosahedral stacking slightly wins FCC-based 
structures in energy, whence for Al18 FCC-isomer is notably energetically 
favourable. Especially interesting is the case of Al19 , where both double 
icosahedron and octahedron are closed atomic shell structures (Fig. 4.1). 
The total energy difference for these structures is only 60 K2

. The decahe
dral isomers are surprisingly close to the icosahedral ones for N = 13 - 15, 
and are the best structures for N = 22, 23. 

The adiabatic ionization potential (aIP) of small aluminum clusters is dis
played in Figure 4.2 together with the experimental results [15]. Having in 
mind that in the experiment (i) IP is determined from the threshold energy 
and (ii) the temperature of clusters is fairly low, the following criterion is 
used: For a comparison with the experiment, the lower calculated aIP of the 

2Here the total energy difference is converted to vibrational motion of ions via classical 
equipartition theorem and taking into account the 3N - 6 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 4.2: Ionization potential of aluminum clusters (in e V). Open circles: 
threshold photoionization experiment [15], solid dots: BO-LSD-MD results, 
open squares: Car-Parrinello calculations [11], and crosses: DVM X a results 
[12). 

co-existing structures within 150 K in energy should determine the threshold 
energy. Otherwise, the aIP of the ground state (as in the cases Al-Ah) is 
plotted in Fig. 4.2. This simple criterion produces a surprisingly good agree
ment with the measurement in the size-range (12 :S N :S 23), and it can be 
interpreted as an indirect evidence that for this size region the competition 
between different structures becomes important. For the smaller clusters the 
comparison is not as successful. This might be due to less accurately deter
mined experimental values (so called bracketing method), and also, on the 
theoretical side, the applicability of aIP in the smaller size range, where the 
electronical relaxation due to the ionization can cause drastic effects, is ques
tionable. It should be emphasized here that no attempts have been made yet 
to estimate the effect of temperature on the IP (see Sec. 4.2). 

It has been observed both experimentally and theoretically [18, 48, 68, 69, 70) 
that the IP of alkali clusters behaves quite consistently according to the 
formula 

(4.1) 
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where W is the bulk work function and R is the radius of the (spherical) 
cluster. This equation is a result for a finite classical metal sphere, where 
a = ½. The same equation applies also in the jellium model, but the value 
of coefficient a is different. From Fig. 4.2 it is seen that small aluminum 
clusters do not behave consistently with the above model. Especially re
markable is that there is an initial rise of IP starting from Al atom, which is 
in total contradiction with Eq. (4.1). Furthermore, strong deviations from 
the ex � behaviour are seen up to N � 20, and even beyond. The proba
ble explanation for the behaviour of IP for small N is an incomplete s - p

hybridization. 

In order to analyze the hybridization effects for the smallest clusters, each 
occupied KS state, 'l/Jf8

, was projected onto spherical harmonic components 
according to 

(4.2) 

with f, up to 3 (atomic !-state), from which a weight w1 of a given angular 
momentum component in the charge density is 

t, 

w� = L j [<f>t
m

(r)]2r2dr. 
m=-l 

(4.3) 

This analysis was performed from dimer to tetramer the origin for the expan
sion ( 4.2) set at the atoms. It is important to mention here that the plane 
wave basis set prevents in this context a full M ulliken analysis common in 
traditional quantum chemistry. However, it is seen here that the average 
weight w1 ( over all atoms in the cluster) provides useful information on the 
degree of hybridization of a given KS state, which qualitatively agrees with 
earlier quantum-chemical results [21]. According to the molecular orbital the
ory, four lowest and two highest states (including spin) of the dimer should 
derive from atomic 3s and 3p states, respectively. Indeed, it was found that 
for the four lowest states Ws = 0.85 - 0.87 and W

p 
= 0.ll - 0.14, whence the 

two highest states are clearly p-dominated with w
p 

= 0.95. For the trimer, 
the primary components are iiJ8 = 0.61 - 0.83 for the six lowest states and 
w

p 
= 0.93 - 0.97 for the remaining three states. Most of the states for the 

tetramer are already heavily s - p mixed. As seen from Table 4.1, the calcu
lated IP initially rises up to Als, leveling off after that, exhibiting a strong 
drop from Al6 to Al7. The leveling off happens around the size where s - p

hybridization starts according to the above analysis. 
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Figure 4.3: Kohn-Sham one-electron eigenvalues (in eV) for selected ground
state AlN clusters. From left: Al atom, Ah-Al7 , and icosahedral Al13 • The 
longer and shorter lines correspond to occupied and unoccupied levels, re
spectively. Also the spin splitting is shown. 

The high IP's for Al6 and Al13 can be associated to jellium-type shell effects. 
As seen from Figure 4.3, Al6 and Al13 show a fairly nicely grouped level 
structure, and having 18 and 39 electrons, respectively, are close to magic 
numbers of spherical jellium. The angular momentum analysis has been 
performed also for these clusters, but now the origin for the expansion ( 4.2) 
was set to the center of electronic charge density of the cluster. The analysis 
results in the sequence ls21p61d4 (2sld)21d4 for the occupied states of Al6 . 

Each angular momentum component has a weight of at least 0.94, except the 
mixed (2sld) state where the primary weights are Ws = 0.80 and wd = 0.12. 
Al13 has a clear jellium-type sequence ls21p61d102s2 for the 20 lowest states. 
The highest occupied shell has a strong p- f mixing which is understandable 
since the five-fold symmetry of icosahedron is known to split £ = 3 orbitals. 
Al6 and Al13 thus appear to exhibit surprisingly well-defined jellium-type 
shell structure. The strong drops in IP from Al6 to Ah and from Al13 to Al14 
thus reflect HOMO states of Ah (seen in Fig. 4.3) and Al14 that are above 
the jellium gaps at 20 and 40 electrons, respectively. 

The calculated cohesive energies Ec(N) = -(E(AlN)-NE(Al))/N updated 
with the most recent calculations for Ah6-Al102 were already shown in Fig
ure 1.1 together with some other DFT calculations[ll, 12] and data from 
photodissociation experiments by Ray et. al. [10]. The BO-LSD-MD results 
are generally consistent with other DFT studies being 0.2-0.5 eV higher than 
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experimental values, a behaviour typical to DFT with local density approxi
mation. The post-LSD gradient correction (Sec. 3.4) has been calculated for 
some of the clusters, and its effect is to lower the LSD cohesive energy. For 
instance, in the size range Al20-Al23, this effect is averagely 0.50 eV giving 
Ee values in a good agreement with the experiments. The important feature 
portrayed by Figure 1.1 is the fact that the experimentally determined cohe
sive energies even from Al7 seem to linearly extrapolate quite reasonably to 
the known bulk cohesive energy, and a similar trend is seen in the calculated 
values from Al12 on, though the prediction for the bulk cohesive energy is 
now overestimated due to LSD. 

4.2 Temperature effects on ionization poten

tial of clusters 

Although the definition of ionization potential is a simple one, the determi
nation of clusters' IP values from the experimental photoionization efficiency 
(PIE) curve has been difficult due to the thermal and quantum mechanical 
effects. These effects are related to the experimental conditions, where there 
is always a finite temperature, and to the ionization process itself, which 
involves an incoming photon and an outgoing photoelectron. Consequently, 
thermal tails and local maxima are observed in the PIE curve. In this section 
these effects are discussed. It is important to emphasize that the following 
treatment does not include any plasmon effects (i.e. a single-particle picture 
is used for electrons) and photoinduced fragmentation of clusters. In addi
tion, the ionization process is considered here as a vertical process for two 
reasons. Firstly, from a simple classical point of view, the ionization process 
is too fast to include ionic relaxation, and secondly, the concept adiabatic IP 
loses its meaning at a finite temperature. 

In order to study the temperature-dependent ionization potential of clusters 
and molecules, one has to perform molecular dynamics and calculate the ion
ization potentials for the whole set of recorded ionic configurations. Within 
the BO-LSD-MD method, which is especially designed for finite systems, this 
can be done by calculating the total energy differences I = EN-I - EN for 
each configuration and corresponding converged electron densities. However, 
in practice this is a very elaborate process and other alternatives have to be 
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considered. In this thesis a major emphasis is put on the Janak's theorem 
(Sec. 3.3) and the consequent GKT formula (3.43), which introduces a con
nection between the IP and the highest occupied KS state. In principle, this 
does not alleviate the IP problem, since one has to still calculate the asymp
totic exchange-correlation potential v:(N) = E(N -1)-E(N) +€noMo(N) 
for each time step, separately. However, during the studies of this thesis it 
became evide�t that at least for aluminum and sodium v:(N) does not de
pend on the geometry of a particular cluster. For instance, for different Al6

and Alr isomers these values where within 0.1 eV while the deviation of IP 
values was about 0.6-0.8 eV. Thus, it should be clear that the temperature
dependent IP problem becomes much easier, if one uses in Eq. (3.43) the 
mean value of v:(N), which has been calculated for a certain set of different 
isomers. Consequently, it is now possible to simulate the IP distributions of 
clusters at various temperatures with a relatively little effort. 
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Figure 4.4: The calculated energy shift v: of aluminum clusters as a function 
of valence electron number. The open squares correspond to the BO-LSD
MD results calculated using LSD approximation for Ne'· < 50 and LDA ap
proximation for the larger electron numbers. The filled spheres correspond 
to the spherical jellium results calculated using LDA approximation. The 
curve is fitted to the jellium results. 

The calculated LDA/LSD mean values of v: for Al dusters are presented in 
Figure 4.4. Also the values obtained using the spherically constrained jellium 
model and LDA approximation are presented. A curve v: = cN° is fitted to 
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the jellium results, resulting a= -0.299 for aluminum (rs = 2.07). As one 
can see, the BO-LSD-MD and jellium results are very similar, although the 
values of ionization potential are known to differ considerably between these 
two models. Also the asymptotically decreasing trend of v: as a function of 
electron number is very clear. Indeed, the exponent of the fitting curve is 
very close to the value -½, which means that v: is inversely proportional to 
the mean radius R of the cluster. This is also the classical behaviour for the 
ionization potential of metal clusters. However, one must remember that IP 
approaches the bulk work function when N increases, whereas v: approaches 
zero. In addition, it should be stressed that the magnitude of energy shift 
v: for a given cluster size depends crucially on the used exchange-correlation 
energy functional. 
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of the HOMO level (absolute value) and corre
sponding PIE curves at different temperatures. (a) HOMO level distribution 
and (b) PIE curve of Al6 ; (c) HOMO level distribution and (d) PIE curve of 
Ah. 

In practice, when the energy shift v: is known, it is possible to obtain the 
IP distribution. Furthermore, by integrating this distribution one obtains 
the threshold of the theoretical PIE curve, where only the HOMO state is 
considered at the moment. In Figure 4.5 this is demonstrated by plotting 
the HOMO level (absolute value) distributions and the corresponding PIE 
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curves for Al6 and Ah at different temperatures. The differences between 
these two clusters are obvious: the distributions of Ah are remarkably wider 
and the mean values of the distributions differ more than 0.2 eV. Another 
difference is that the upper boundary of the distribution of Ah moves to 
a higher energy when the temperature is increased, while the distribution 
of Al6 seems to have a fixed upper boundary, which corresponds to the KS 
energy of the ground state. One should note that the oscillations of the 
distributions have a purely statistical origin due to the shortness of MD runs 
(4-5 ps). The width of the distribution for both clusters is proportional to 
T1l2 as expected from the nearly harmonic motion of the ions. 

The different behaviour of PIE curves of Al6 and Ah is understandable in 
terms of the jellium model, where 20 valence electrons correspond to a full 
electron shell. For Ah there is only one electron in the uppermost shell. 
This less bound electron is more sensitive to the geometry changes causing a 
notable thermal tail in the threshold of the PIE curve. This is fully consistent 
with the experimental PIE curves of small alkali metal clusters at a finite 
temperature [68, 70]. 

There are several ways to extract the ionization potential from the PIE curve 
[68, 70, 71]. Usually, the IP value is determined from the threshold using so 
called baseline intercept method [68]. Fig. 4.5 illustrates that the value 
obtained from the threshold does not correspond to the calculated vIP value 
of the ground state (see Table 4.1), which it underestimates. Actually, a 
good correspondence between the aIP and the experimental threshold IP has 
been observed in many cases. However, these two are not directly related to 
each other, and in some cases this connection breaks down. For Ah this is 
seen in Fig. 4.2, where the obtained aIP is well below the experimental value 
because of the strong relaxation of Alf ion. Furthermore, the discrepancy 
between the theoretical and experimental IP values for Al6 and Ah in Fig. 
4.5 can now be solved by taking into account the experimental temperature 
(room temperature) and the method used to extract the ionization potential 
(bracketing). The theoretical IP thresholds of these two clusters now coincide 
with the experimental values. 

The method presented so far has one limitation. It presumes that the cross 
section of the HOMO state is a constant regardless of the energy and symme
try of the single-particle state. In practice [47, 68, 70], it has been however 
noticed that the PIE curves often decay exponentially after they have reached 
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a local maximum. In order to take this effect into account, a semiempirical 
modification is introduced, where during the integration of IP distribution, 
the HOMO level energies are weighted by an exponential step function 

(4.4) 

where 0(E-Ei) is the Heaviside's step function. The value of a is determined 
from the experimental PIE curve. 
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Figure 4.6: Theoretically determined PIE curves for Na10 at different tem
peratures compared to the experiments (crosses) [70]. ( a) Heaviside's step 
function and (b) exponentially decaying step function are used in integra
tion. The real theoretical curves are shifted by 0.23 eV in order to make the 
comparison to the experiments easier. 

The integrated IP distributions of Na10 are presented in Figure 4.6. For 
comparison, these distributions are shifted with respect to the experiments3

• 

The experimental points represent mean values of the fluctuating signal, 
which are small close to the threshold and increase with increasing energy. 
Two different weights are used in integration: (a) a normal step function 
and (b) an exponentially decaying step function. One should note that also 
the inner single-particle states are taken into account in (a). The exponent 
parameter a in Eq. ( 4.4) is obtained from the experimental PIE values [70] 
presented in Figure 4.6. By comparing Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), one can 
see that the rising part of the PIE curve (where the experiment is more 
accurate) does not depend on the weighting procedure, which makes our 
exponential step function method compatible with the unweighted procedure. 
Furthermore, the HOMO state of Na10 is well separated from the underlying 
states, which is consistent with the spherical jellium model. This confirms 
that for Na10 it is reasonable to determine the PIE curve using the HOMO 
state alone. 

3Within the BO-LSD-MD method the IP values of Na clusters are systematically too 
large because of the used pseudopotential and LDA. 
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A considerable consistence with the experiments [70] at 200 K is seen from 
both of the Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b). It should also be noted that the 
experimental point around 4.2 e V, which does not fit into the theoretical 
curve, corresponds actually to the energy where the next underlying state 
starts to contribute, if it is assumed that the separation between the two 
highest KS states is the same as for the real single-particle states. Also in 
Fig. 4.6(b) the thermal broadening of the PIE curve is clearly seen. At 350 
K the theoretical curve is definitely too wide and the slope of the rising part 
is too small. It is easy to conclude that a very good fit to the experiments 
( cluster temperature unknown) is obtained o.t 200 K. 

Usually, it is necessary to consider also the innercore ionization in order to 
calculate the post-threshold regions of the PIE curve. In the model described 
above, this can be done using the same energy shift v�, which was calcu
lated for the HOMO state, also for the inner KS states, and integrating over 
these energies using the semiempirical weighting of Eq. (4.4). The theoret
ical justification for the innercore v'::_ shift exists, and it is presented in the 
next section. On the contrary, the weighting procedure does not stand on a 
solid theoretical ground, since in this context it is assumed that the electric 
dipole (El) transition matrix elements are the same for all the considered 
states. Therefore, within this frame of reference, one can only study the 
applicability of this method in comparison with the experiments. In prac
tice, this treatment appeared to be applicable for other small sodium clusters 
(N = 8, 14, 20), where also the underlying states had to be considered. 

4.3 Photoelectron spectroscopy of aluminum 

cluster anions 

Photoelectron spectroscopy is a rich source of information pertaining to the 
electronic structure and excitation spectra of atoms, molecules, and con
densed phases. Atomic clusters exhibit a high sensitivity of the electronic 
spectrum to the geometrical structure, which often differs that from the bulk. 
Consequently, high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy emerges as an im
portant tool in cluster science, particularly in the face of several difficulties in 
applying common direct structure determination techniques to such systems. 
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In this section the emphasis of the discussion is on the theoretical simulation 
of the photoelectron spectrum (PES) via density functional theory and BO
LSD-MD method. Similar investigations have been pursued previously using 
both quantum-chemical [72, 73] and DFT methods [74, 75]. However, in 
the DFT regime, either the results have not been very convincing or the 
explanation for the correspondence between the experimental and theoretical 
results has been missing. Particularly pertinent to the subsequent study is 
the development of method, which allows practical and reliable simulation 
of PES spectra including dynamical finite-temperature effects. The obtained 
results are compared with the experimental temperature-dependent PES of 
aluminum cluster anions (partially published in Ref. [76]). 

The discussion in the previous section considered mainly the eigenenergy of 
the HOMO state alone. Since the high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy 
gives in general a very detailed description of the electron levels in the probed 
system, it is now necessary to introduce into the treatment also the inner KS 
states, and their energy shifts v: with respect to the true single-particle en
ergies. At this point, it is worthwhile to remind that the following discussion 
does not consider any many-electron excitations i.e. a single-electron picture 
is retained. Furthermore, the photodetachment process is regarded as a ver
tical process, and the finite-lifetime effects of the consequent electron hole 
are neglected in the fashion of the original Koopmans' theorem. 

In Figure 4.7, the energy shifts v: for different (inner) electron shells are 
plotted as a function of eigenenergy. These results are obtained using the re
stricted (spherical) jellium model for 40 and 138 electron aluminum systems, 
and calculating the total energy differences between the neutral cluster and 
the ion, where the electron is removed from a single-particle level in ques
tion4. It is evident that v: values for different orbitals are very close to each 
other: for 40 electron system the deviation is less than 0.2 eV, while for the 
138 electron system it is only 0.1 eV. One can also see that the trend of 
v: for both of these systems is slightly increasing for the inner KS states. 
For clarity, also the quantum numbers of different orbitals are displayed in 
Figure 4.7. Clearly, the s-states tend to have locally larger v:, and that the 
v: value decreases when the angular momentum l increases. 

In the case of aluminum clusters, Fig. 4. 7 gives the theoretical justification 

4In many cases this approach is referred to as the �SCF scheme [7, 75]. 
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Figure 4.7: The energy shift v: for different electron shells calculated using 
spherical jellium model. The upper and lower curves correspond to the 40 
and 138 valence electron aluminum systems, respectively. 

for the use of the energy shift v: determined for the HOMO state also for 
the inner KS states. This approximation is especially successful near the 
Fermi energy. Consequently, a direct comparison with the experimental and 
theoretical PES for the corresponding cluster size can now be made, because 
it is possible to determine also the innercore detachment energies for the 
cluster anion isomers. 

In practice, the method proceeds by plotting the density of the KS single
particle states (DOS), which is smoothed with a Gaussian and shifted by 
the mean value of v:, and the low-temperature high-resolution PES in the 
same figure. It is well-known [72, 73, 74, 75) that the locations of the peaks, 
which correspond to the single-particle detachment energies, should coincide 
for the correct isomer. The relative intensity of these peaks can however vary, 
since ( as before) the model does not take into account the different El cross 
sections of single-particle states. The finite width of the peaks of the PES is 
mainly due to the finite temperature, which makes the single electron eigen
values to fluctuate due to the coupling to ionic motion. At low temperatures 
a harmonic approximation is adequate and leads to a Gaussian distribution 
of the single-particle levels. At elevated temperatures the cluster can visit 
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several isomers and the harmonic approximation is not valid. Consequently, 
at high temperatures the PES are determined using MD and time-averaged 
DOS. 

Figure 4.8: The ground state geometries of Al1rA115 (left to right). 

The ground state structures of Al12-Al15 determined through structural opti
mization starting from those of the corresponding neutral ones (Sec. 4.1), are 
displayed in Fig. 4.8. In this size range, aluminum clusters prefer icosahedral 
packing: Al12 having an oblate deformed shape, Al13 being close to an ideal 
ICS, and Al14 and Al15 being capped icosahedra. For Al15 , it is found that 
the two capping atoms are located on the opposite sides of the "core" ICS, 
resulting a strongly prolate shape. The pattern of shape deformations for all 
the cluster anions shown in Fig. 4.8 correlates well with that obtained via 
jellium calculations for clusters with the number of electrons corresponding 
to the same size range (37 to 46 electrons) [77]. 

The measured PES spectra for Al12-Al15 are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 
(solid line) in conjunction with the simulated temperature-dependent PES 
(dashed line). It is found that clusters leaving the nozzle early (short res
idence time) are quite "hot" whereas clusters leaving the nozzle late (long 
residence time) are "colder". Indeed the PES spectra for the cold clusters 
shown in Fig. 4.9 and the bottom panel of Fig. 4.10 exhibit well-defined 
features. On the other hand, hot clusters exhibit much broader and diffused 
spectral features, as shown in Figure 4.10 for Al13, where spectra measured 
for three different residence times (labeled as "cold", "warm" , and "hot") 
is displayed. Comparisons between the locations (binding energies) of the 
peaks and shoulders in the measured and simulated spectra for the cold 
clusters validate the v:-shifting procedure of the calculated DOS described 
above. Especially visible is the consistency between the theoretical vertical 
detachment energy (vDE) values and the first maximum (HOMO state) in 
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Figure 4.9: Measured photoelectron spectra of cold (long residence time) 
Al1r Al15 at 193 nm (solid lines) compared to the simulated spectra ( dashed 
lines). The simulation temperatures are 160, 260, 200, and 130 K for Al12-
Al15, respectively. The arrows correspond to the vDE of the ground state 
structure at O K. The inset shows the Gaussian smoothed O K PES spectra 
for the ground state ( solid line) and the decahedral isomer ( dashed line) of 
Al13. The dotted line for Al14 is the OK spectrum of the decahedral isomer, 
and that for Al15 the OK spectrum of an icosahedral-based isomer (see text). 

the experimental PES for Al1'..!, Al14, and Al15 . This suggests that the BO
LSD-MD method does not contain any systematic error in the vDE values 
of Al cluster anions. The widths of the peaks in the theoretical PES spectra 
originate solely from atomic thermal vibrations since at these low temper
atures isomerization effects and/or strong shape fluctuations do not occur. 
The good agreement achieved here, without any adjustable parameters other 
than the ionic temperature in the MD simulations, strongly indicates that 
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the temperature of the " cold" clusters in the experiments is indeed well below 
the room temperature. 

Theoretical PES spectra corresponding to isomeric structures of Al13-Al15, 
calculated at O K, are also shown in Fig. 4.9 (see inset for the threshold 
regions of Al13 , and the dotted line in the panels for Al14 and Al15). The iso
mers for Al13 and Al14 are based on the 13-atom truncated decahedron (Fig. 
4.1), and in the Al15 isomer two neighboring triangular facets of a 13-atom 
ICS are capped. Comparison between these spectra and those calculated for 
the ground state clusters as well as with the measured ones, suggests overall 
that at low temperatures either these isomers do not occur, or that their 
abundance in the cluster beam is rather low. In this context it is mentioned 
that starting from the decahedral isomer of Al13 , it transformed readily dur
ing short MD simulations into the ICS at about room temperature. This 
supports the conclusion pertaining to the low abundance in the cold beam 
of clusters "trapped" in isomeric structures; however, an even small relative 
( quenched) concentration of such isomer in the cold Al13 beam may be suf
ficient to account for the low-binding energy tail observed in the measured 
PES spectra for Al13 (see inset in Fig. 4.9). 

Both the experimental and theoretical PES spectra, shown in Figure 4.10 for 
Al13 , which were measured at the three temperature regimes mentioned above 
and simulated at the indicated temperatures, exhibit gradual broadening and 
"smearing" of the PES spectral features as the temperature increases. It is 
also observed that the binding energy of the main peak is rather insensitive to 
the thermal conditions, while the line-shape near the threshold region (lower 
binding energies) exhibits a rather pronounced temperature dependence. 

The broadening of the spectral features and the so called "thermal tail effect" 
near threshold originate from the variations of the electronic structure caused 
by enhanced vibrational motions at the higher temperatures, as well as from 
increased isomerization rates ( e.g. in the "warm" regime) governed by the 
free-energy of the cluster (that is enhanced contributions of lower frequency 
modes to the vibrational entropy [78]), and from disordering ("melting") of 
the cluster in the "hot" regime, where inspection of the atomic trajectories 
reveals frequent transitions between a broad assortment of configurations. In
deed, examination of the vibrational DOS of the simulated clusters obtained 
via Fourier transformation of the atomic velocity autocorrelation functions 
revealed a marked gradual softening of the clusters at the "warm" and "hot" 
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Figure 4.10: Measured temperature-dependent PES spectra of Al13 (solid 
lines) compared to the simulated ones at 930 K, 570 K and 260 K (dashed 
lines). HOT - short residence time, WARM - medium residence time, COLD 
- long residence time.

regimes (that is shifting of the vibrational spectrum to lower frequencies) 
coupled with increasing overlap between the frequency regions of the various 
modes due to large anharmonicities. 

As a conclusion about Figures 4.9 and 4.10, it can be said that the overall 
agreement between the simulated and measured spectra and their thermal 
evolution is rather satisfactory, and the remaining discrepancies (mainly in 
line-shapes) may be attributed to insufficient sampling during the 5 ps MD 
simulations of the thermally-expanded phase-space of the clusters. 
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4.4 Larger aluminum cluster anions 

The methodology developed in the previous section for practical calculations 
of finite-temperature PES spectra, through BO-LSD-MD simulations of alu
minum cluster anions with no other adjustable parameters than the temper
ature, was demonstrated to yield results in agreement with high-resolution 
PES spectra measured at various thermal conditions of the cluster beam. 
Such comparative analysis allows reliable structural assignments and theo
retical estimation of the clusters' temperatures. In this section, the developed 
structure determination method is further applied to larger aluminum cluster 
anions (19::;; N::;; 102). Again, the optimal cluster geometries and the corre
sponding energies are determined using a steepest-descent-like minimization 
without any symmetry constraints. Most of the initial structures for this 
minimization were generated using a classical EMT (" effective medium the
ory") potential [65]. Some structures however had to be constructed "by 
hand" since EMT has some inadequacies as a geometry generator ( e.g. 55-
atom cubo-octahedron is not a stable local minimum). In order to make the 
study more comprehensive also ab initio molecular dynamics ( time step of 3 
fs) were used, in conjunction with simulated annealing. By optimizing con
figurations corresponding to local potential energy minima observed during 
such ab initio MD simulations it was possible to obtain additional low-energy 
isomers. Furthermore, lattice-based FCC-isomers, which had a maximal co
ordination number, were generated for larger cluster sizes (N 2:: 36) using 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and a Metropolis algorithm. 

Al19 isomers and their calculated PES (0 K) are presented in Figure 4.11 
together with the experimental low-temperature high-resolution PES. The 
different isomers are presented in energetical order i.e. the lowest energy 
isomer 19(1) is the lowest. The geometrical structure of these clusters is 
easily seen. Isomer 19(1) is an oblate structure, where the internal structure 
of the cluster is mainly icosahedral. However the top of the cluster exposes a 
four-atom (100) facet, reminiscent of the truncated decahedron. The higher 
energy isomers 19(2) and 19(3) are also oblate and their internal structure 
is decahedral. Indeed, these isomers can be obtained by removing atoms 
from a 23-atom decahedron (see Fig. 4.1). Isomer 19(4) is a prolate double 
icosahedron. According to the EMT potential this is the ground state due to 
its high coordination number. Isomer 19(5) is a distorted octahedron, and it 
resembles the bulk Al most because of its FCC-like internal structure. 
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Figure 4.11: Al19 isomers in energetical order and their simulated PES (0 K) 
compared to the experimental high-resolution PES (dashed line) measured by 
193 nm laser at cold temperature regime. The theoretical PES is obtained by 
smoothing the DOS by 0.13 eV FWHM Gaussians and replacing the resulting 
distribution by the calculated v: = 1.4 7 e V. The scaling of intensity between 
the theoretical and experimental PES is arbitrary. 

It is evident th11t the theoretical PES of 19(1) in Fig. 4.11 is in a good 
agreement with the experimental PES. The locations of the peaks are consis
tent and also the two gaps in the experimental PES are reproduced. A direct 
comparison with the PES of other clusters shows clear differences, which also 
suggests that the experimental PES consists of only one specific isomer con
tribution. The high sensitivity of PES to the cluster geometry is apparent, 
since even the 19(2) and 19(3) isomers have considerably different spectra, 
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although their overall shape and internal structure are quite similar. 

Figure 4.12: The ground state geometries of Al20 and Al23 . 

The obtained ground state geometries of AL20 and Al23 are presented in Fig
ure 4.12. Al20 is a prolate geometry and its internal structure is a hybrid 
of icosahedral stacking and hexagonal lattice. This is easily visualized by 
identifying a 13-atom ICS in the upper side of the cluster on top of a hexag
onal ring, where the central atom has been pushed downwards. Al23 is an 
octupole deformed geometry with no specific internal structure. The cluster 
however resembles an octahedron ( or pyramid) and FCC-stacking because of 
its two close-packed facets. 

As for Al19 , also here the energetically lowest lying isomers of Al20 and Al23 

give the best PES with respect to the experiments. For both of these isomers 
the specific features of the experimental PES are in a very good agreement. 
It is interesting to relate these features to the shell closings given by the 
jellium model. Al20 (61 valence electrons) shows a clear shell opening after 
Al19 (58 valence electrons) consistent to the spherical jellium model, which 
predicts that 58 is a magic number (i.e. shell closing). However, it should be 
emphasized here that these clusters are far from spherical. On the contrary, 
the PES of Al23 (70 valence electrons) does not fit into the spherical jellium 
results (shell closing after 68 electrons). Nevertheless, if the jellium model 
is modified to include also the self-deformations of electron density, it is 
observed that a system of 70 electrons prefers an octupole deformed shape 
[79, 80], which is consistent with the geometry of Al23 . The resulting DOS 
has a magic nature and a very large HOMO-LUMO gap, E

9 
= 1.07 eV. 

Two Al36 low energy isomers and their theoretical PES compared to the 
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Figure 4.13: Two lowest energy isomers of Al36 in energetically reversed order 
and their simulated PES (0 K) compared to the experimental high-resolution 
PES (dashed line) measured by 193 nm laser at cold temperature regime. 
The theoretical PES is obtained by smoothing the DOS by 0.13 eV FWHM 
Gaussians and replacing the resulting distribution by the calculated v: = 
1.23 eV. The scaling of intensity between the theoretical and experimental 
PES is arbitrary. 

experiments are presented in Figure 4.13. As opposite to the former Figure 
4.11, the energetical order of the isomers in Fig. 4.13 is reversed i.e. isomer 
36(1) is above isomer 36(2). This is done since isomer 36(2) has a better 
PES according to the experiments5

• Evidently, isomers 36(1) and 36(2) do 
not have any specific internal structure. Also their overall shapes are not 
definite although one can see from the eigenvalues of the inertia tensor that 
these isomers are in fact very compact geometries (i.e. the shapes of the 
clusters are nearly spherical). It also seems that the clusters of this size 

5The energy cliffererice between these two isomers is only .15 K.
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range start to produce facets. This can be seen most conveniently for the 
bottom of isomer 36(2), where a distorted (111) facet can be identified. 

As seen from Figure 4.13, the experimental PES is not reproduced as sat
isfactorily as before. The most probable reason for this is that the correct 
ground state isomer is still not found. This is not surprising since the number 
of different isomers in this size range is enormous and the distorted internal 
structure of the low energy isomers even complicate the task. However, the 
opening of a new shell is seen in the theoretical PES after 108 electrons (Al36

has 109 electrons) for most of the low energy isomers. Especially for isomer 
36(2), a very large 0.5 eV energy gap is seen between the HOMO-state and 
the underlying states, which is very considerable for this number of valence 
electrons. Nevertheless, the experimental gap is still almost twice as large. 

Figure 4.14: The charge density isosurface of the HOMO-state of the low 
energy isomer 36(2). The density value on the surface is -0.00036 a.u. and 
the charge accumulated inside the surface is -0.57 e. 

In Figure 4.14 the charge density isosurface of the HOMO-state of isomer 
36(2) is plotted. The cluster itself is seen from a top view with respect to the 
Fig. 4.13. The density value of the contour is 9% of the maximum density 
and the charge accumulated inside the contour is 57% of the total charge 
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of the single-particle state. Clearly, the charge has now delocalized at the 
surface of the cluster into the 12 nodes seen in Fig. 4.14. In addition, one 
should note that these nodes are more or less in plane. A spherical harmon
ics analysis according to equations (4.2) and (4.3), where the origin is in the 
center of charge and l goes up to 5 (atomic h-state), succeeds to cover only 
18% of the corresponding KS single-particle density. This manifests that the 
HOMO-state in Fig. 4.14 contains remarkable contributions of higher an
gular momentum components (l > 6). It would be especially interesting to 
analyze the weight of l = 6 component since it is consistent with the 12 nodes 
in the density. Comparison to the underlying states shows that these states 
have a clearly different nature, and they are strongly delocalized throughout 
the whole cluster (i.e. · the charge density also inside the cluster is consid
erable). This difference in orbital character correlates with the large energy 
gap between the HOMO-state and the underlying states in the theoretical 
PES. 

Comprehensive studies of different isomers were also made for Al38 and Al55.

The lowest energy isomers of Al38 show similar distorted internal structures 
as Al36 isomers. However, in most cases it was possible to identify both dec
ahedral and FCC-patterns in the cluster geometries. It became also evident 
that Al38 isomers tend to favor prolate overall shape deformations. This 
can be seen even in the 38-atom truncated octahedron (not a low energy 
isomer), which elongates according to one of its symmetry axis during op
timization. On the contrary to the previous cluster sizes, the lowest Al55 

isomers are MC-generated FCC-isomers, which have large close-packed (111) 
facets. According to this thesis, this is the first time in the larger cluster 
regime when the pure ( optimized) FCC-clusters are energetically the most 
favourable structures. It was also noticed that the perfect 55-atom ICS and 
COS are unstable structures, which deform considerably during optimization 
resulting still poor total energies. Especially in the context of COS, it should 
be addressed that the six (100) facets are energetically unfavourable. 

The theoretical PES of the low energy isomers of Al38 and Al55 show a certain 
correspondence with the experimental ones. The thresholds and the new shell 
opening of Al38 are in correct locations. Furthermore, the overall behaviour 
of Al55 is relatively nice. Conclusively, it can be however said that also for 
these cluster sizes ( as for Al36) the corresponding ground states are probably 
not found,. which for these numbers of constituent ions is not surprising. 
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Furthermore, MC-generated FCC-isomers are calculated for Al52, Al54, Al79

and Al102. All of these clusters contain large (111) facets due to the maxi
mization of the coordination number. The resulting theoretical PES ( except 
for Al102) reproduce many of the experimental features quite well, but any 
conclusions about the ground states cannot be made since there is no com
parison to other possible isomers. One should note here that even though 
an FCC-symmetry constraint would be used the number of well-coordinated 
different isomers is large in this size regime. 

Table 4.2: Physical properties of larger aluminum clusters and cluster anions 
(N 2: 36): Cohesive energies per atom, HOMO-LUMO gap, vertical detach
ment energy, vertical ionization potential, and the mean nearest neighbour 
distance. Also the corresponding bulk aluminum values are displayed. 

Cluster Ee (eV) E
9 

(eV) vDE (eV) vIP (eV) < d > (A) 

Als6 3.13 0.40 3.07 5.81 2.77 
Alss 3.14 0.34 3.18 5.69 2.79 
Al52 3.20 0.12 3.20 5.67 2.81 
Al54 3.21 0.15 3.08 5.42 2.82 
Al:Ss 3.21 0.23 3.24 5.28 2.83 
Al79 3.26 0.05 3.24 5.14 2.84 
Al102 3.31 0.09 3.44 5.18 2.84 

Bulk Al 3,39
a 0.00 4.25b 4.25b 2.86b 

a From Ref. [81] 
b From Ref. [26] 

In Table 4.2 the physical properties of larger Al clusters and cluster anions are 
displayed in comparison with the bulk aluminum. The values for Al36, Al38

and Al55 are achieved from the lowest energy isomers in the corresponding 
cluster size, and the other cluster sizes correspond to the aforementioned 
FCC-structures. As discussed previously, the cohesive energy Ee approaches 
asymptotically some theoretical estimate for the bulk value, which in LSD 
approximation is considerably exaggerated (3.70 eV, see Fig. 1.1). The 
HOMO-LUMO gap E

9 
seems to close up leading to the metallic nature of bulk 

aluminum. However, one must still consider also the symmetry and finite
size effects caused by the cluster geometry and electronic shell structure, 
which are seen in Tab. 4.2 as oscillations of E

9
. The vIP and vDE values 

show a clear evolution towards the bulk work function W. In addition, their 
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size-evolutional trend (see Eq. (4.1)) seems to be quite similar since the 
mean value of these two quantities is close to W for all the cluster sizes. 
Comparison with the experimental IP and DE values [15, 76, 82] shows a 
good correspondence, although some deviations, which are mainly related to 
the IP determination method and different isomers, are observed. Finally, 
the mean nearest neighbour distance < d > approaches the bulk value both 
asymptotically and monotonically. Interestingly, the < d > value of Al102 is 
only 0.02 A smaller than in the bulk, although the cluster mainly consists of 
surface atoms. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary 

In this thesis, small and medium-sized (N ::; 102) aluminum and sodium 
clusters are theoretically studied using the first-principles BO-LSD-MD sim
ulation method [13], which exploits a DFT based KS formalism in conjunc
tion with the LSD parametrization, separable nonlocal pseudopotentials and 
a plane wave basis set. The dynamical finite-temperature simulations of 
the clusters are performed using the BO approximation and the classical 
Hellmann-Feynman theorem of electrostatics. Consequently, the method 
is noticed to produce an efficient and reliable description of metal clusters 
within the LSD and pseudopotential regime. 

One of the main topics of this thesis is the ionization potential of metal clus
ters, and the problems related to its determination. It is shown, that in order 
to obtain a real correspondence with the experiments and theory one has to 
consider also the experimental conditions, where especially the temperature 
plays a major role. Also the concept adiabatic IP and its applicability is 
discussed. Although this commonly used quantity usually produces good IP 
values with respect to experiments, it seriously fails in some occasions (Ah) 
due to the remarkable relaxation of cluster caused by the ionization process. 

For small aluminum clusters, the calculated aIP values generally agree well 
with the data from threshold ionization measurements. The initial rise of IP 
as a function of cluster size is understood in terms of increasing hybridization 
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of cluster orbitals derived from atomic s and p orbitals. Al6 and A1i3 have 
a clear shell structure in the jellium picture. The strong oscillations in the 
experimental data in the region 12 < N :=:; 23 are suggested to result due to a 
competition and coexistence of different isomers. The slightly contradictory 
IP values of Al6 and Air are further analyzed using molecular dynamics and 
the GKT formalism. The obtained PIE thresholds coincide with the experi
mental IP values lifting off the observed discrepancy. Furthermore, also the 
temperature-dependent ionization potential of sodium clusters (N < 55) is 
studied in terms of GKT. Partly in a semiempirical fashion, the experimental 
PIE curves are reproduced in a good agreement with the experiments. The 
obtained IP values for sodium clusters are systematically too large, which 
is related to the LDA approximation and used pseudopotential. It should 
be addressed that the good IP results obtained for the aluminum clusters 
are in a sense fortunate, since the LSD and pseudopotential approximations 
succeed extremely well in this case. 

The temperature-dependent PES of aluminum cluster anions (12 < N < 15) 
is studied theoretically using molecular dynamics and the extended G KT 
formalism, which at least for aluminum 1 offers a straightforward connection 
between the theoretical DOS and the experimental PES. The obtained PES 
are in a very good accordance with the experiments allowing even a crude 
estimate for the cluster temperatures in the cluster beam. Furthermore, since 
the PES is very sensitive to the geometrical structure of the cluster, a reliable 
structure determination method for Al clusters anions is achieved. According 
to these findings, also larger aluminum cluster anions (19 < N < 102) are 
studied. It is observed that the BO-LSD-MD ground states for Al19 , Al20 , and 
Al23 produce the features of the experimental PES extremely well. For larger 
cluster sizes the search for the ground state dramatically complicates due to 
the exceedingly large number of different isomers, and the experimental PES 
is reproduced only in a qualitative manner. 

The growth mechanism of Al clusters shows a gradual change around N = 20 
from the icosahedral isomers to the less strained decahedral and FCC-stacked 
isomers. Already in the other DFT studies (11, 12, 23], the FCC-structures 
have been predicted to be energetically favourable in relatively small clus
ter sizes. In this thesis, it is however noticed that also the decahedral and 

1 Binggeli and Chelikowsky (7 4] successfully applied a similar approach for silicon clus
ters. On the contrary, Massobrio et al. [75] revealed that the technique does not apply for 
copper clusters. 
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significantly distorted FCC-resembling isomers provide good total energies. 
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that energetically the COS is a poor choice 
for a 55-atom FCC-cluster because of its large (100) facets. Instead, one 
should consider octahedrally grown FCC-structures, where the cluster mainly 
consists of the close-packed (111) facets. These results indicate that the octa
hedral ( epitaxially grown) FCC-structures gain a dominant role quite rapidly, 
as it is indirectly observed in the experiments for AlN (N 2: 200) clusters 
[83, 84, 85]. 
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